Case 2. « < z. (*">" n K)"'' = kpi~" n K^'. Since kpÍ~" O Kp¿ n zfe = /fep! "n K''1, (^^^"n 7C)i' and k are trivially linearly dis joint.
Conversely, if k p n K is modular over k for any positive «, then \J(kl/p" n K) = K is modular over ¿ by Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 
If \xn\ is a p-basis for kl/p" O Kp over A1/p"~ ' Pi Kp, \xj is ^-independent over k1/pn~l n A/<p <=» S*£"_1! is p-independent over An kp"~l Kp".
\xp"~ j (C (k p n Kp") C Kp") is by assumption p-independent over U1'^*" : O KO""" '^nK^.soby the linear disjointness of k and Kp", \xPn | is p-independent over k, hence p-independent over kC\kf Kp . So \x \ is pindependent over kl/p"~lnkKp. We also have that \xp\c ( Since K is modular over k, we have from Lemma 6 that k^^pl n kKp = k[k1/pl n Kp] for any i > 0. Using this and the fact that K = kKp" fot any «>0,
we have that
Applying this argument repeatedly we get that kl/p n K = kl/p n £K?* = AU^On K*"]. Q.E.D. A17? n L = kUp n 4L*" = AtA17" n L»"l (by Lemma 6) ..AU1'*"*1 n Ll»" = AftA17»" n DM»"
We note that a relatively perfect field extension
is not necessarily modular, as the following example shows. Let \x2\ be a p-basis for A17p n K over kl/p O K. jx"j is p-independent over A p n K. Choose A as any completion of \xp\ to a p-basis for A p (~) K over Al7p O K, i.e., a p-basis for kUp2 O K over (A1/p n K)(A17p2 n Kp).
A[ixf }1 = AU17" nKp2l = Al7pn kKp2,so kupn K = (A17" n kKp2
In general, we let A be a p-basis for A p H K over Then K is modular and relatively perfect over Q (i.e., K = (~)QKP ).
Proof. Let \xj be a p-basis for kl/p" O Q over k1/p" l n Q. \xj is pindependent over A p n K (since Q is a modular subfield of 7< Theorem 17. Let K over k be a modular extension.
(1) If K over Ç\Kpl is finitely generated as a field, then DkKp' = AtflK^l. Each of these provides a candidate for x such that if x. 4 *?, then A[x.,x2, x,] 4 A[xj, x2, x'J.
We proceed in the above manner to choose an x ,, x_, etc. here exists a finite ra such that a £ Z (x, y, zj7p°°,. .. ,zl/p°°) (= F).
But a also £ A O Kp"+2 = Z (x + zp2yp + ... + zp"+2ypn+1 ypn+2 zl7p°° z17p°° ...)
(=G). 
